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The enhancement of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! relaxation rates produced by paramagnetic
solutes is physically rather different for electron spinS51/2 paramagnetic species than forS>1
species due to the presence of zero-field splitting interactions in the electron spin Hamiltonians of
the latter. When the zfs energy is larger than the electronic Zeeman energy, the electron spin
precessional motion is spatially quantized with respect to the molecule-fixed principal axis system
~PAS! of the zfs tensor rather than along the external laboratory magnetic field. An analytical theory
of the orthorhombic zfs limit has been derived in which the motion of the electron spin variables is
described in the zfs-PAS and that of the nuclear spin variables in the laboratory coordinate frame.
The resulting theoretical expressions are simple in form and suggest a physically transparent
interpretation of the experiment. The NMR relaxation enhancementR1p results from additive
contributions,R1x , R1y , andR1z , arising from the molecular-frame Cartesian components of the
time-dependent electron spin magnetic moment operatorm r(t). Each Cartesian componentR1r

depends on the dipolar power density at the nuclear Larmor frequency that is produced by the
corresponding Cartesian component ofm r(t). The theory displays the dependence of the relaxation
enhancement on the variables of molecular structure in a very simple and physically transparent
form: R1r}r 26@11P2(cosur)#, wherer is the interspin distance and cosur is the direction cosine
of the interspin vector with ther th principal axis of the zfs tensor. New experimental data are
presented for the modelS51 complex @trans-Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# (acac5acetylacetonato) in
dioxane solvent. The magnetic field dependence of the protonT1 of the axial water ligands has been
measured over the range 0.15–1.5 T, the lower end of which corresponds to the zfs limit. The
experimental data have been analyzed using the new analytical theory for the zfs-limit regime in
conjunction with spin dynamics simulations in the intermediate regime. Dipolar density power plots
are presented as graphical devices which clearly exhibit the physical information in the experiment,
and which permit a rapid differentiation of the sensitive and insensitive parameters of theory. The
data analysis depends strongly on the zfs parameteruEu and on the electron spin relaxation timetS,z

along the zfs-PASz-axis, but only very weakly on the other parameters of theory. A fit of the data
to theory provided the valuesuEu51.860.1 cm21 and tS,z58.060.3 ps. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51643-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Paramagnetic transition metal ions in solution can p
duce large NMR relaxation enhancements of nuclear s
on ligand species and on solvent molecules. This phen
enon, called NMR-paramagnetic relaxation enhancemen
NMR-PRE, has been used widely to probe the structure,
namics, and magnetic properties of dissolved paramagn
species. The classical theory of the NMR-PRE was de
oped by Solomon,1 Bloembergen,2,3 and Morgan3 ~SBM
theory!, and dates from around 1961. SBM theory assum
that the nuclear and electron spins are driven by a large Z
man interaction and undergo Larmor precession. This
sumption is valid for paramagnetic species with electron s
S51/2, but not necessarily for spinS>1 transition metal
ions, which are in general subject to both Zeeman and z
field splitting ~zfs! interactions. The zfs interaction involve
coupling of the electron spin with the orbital angular m
menta of ground and/or excited electronic states, media
7620 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (19), 15 November 1997 0021-9606/
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by spin-orbit coupling ~the quadratic zfs interaction i
equivalent to the electronic quadrupole interaction in the
minology of Abragram and Bleaney4!. ZFS splittings may
also arise from dipolar electron spin-electron spin inter
tions. When the zfs Hamiltonian is comparable to or grea
than the Zeeman Hamiltonian (Hzfs>HZeem), zfs interactions
exert a profound effect on the electron spin precessional
tion. In the zfs limit (Hzfs@HZeem), the electron spin oscil-
lates along the molecule-fixed axes of the zfs principal a
system~zfs-PAS!, rather than precessing about the exter
magnetic field Bo . One of us ~L.L.L.! has recently
presented5 graphical displays of the semiclassical motions
such spin systems. In the intermediate regime whereHzfs

'HZeem, the quantization axis undergoes a characteri
shift from molecule-fixed zfs-PAS at lower fields to th
laboratory-fixed PAS of the Zeeman interaction at high
fields.

This reorientation of the quantization axis of electr
spin motion has a profound influence on the NMR-PRE, a
97/107(19)/7620/10/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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7621Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
a great deal of theoretical effort has been expended in re
years to develop relaxation theory which is appropriate
magnetic field strengths below those of the Zeeman-li
regime.6–33Analytical expressions which parallel the form
SBM theory but are appropriate to the uniaxial zfs lim
rather than the Zeeman limit have been derived.19,20 The
presence of an orthorhombic component in the zfs ten
~i.e., a nonzero zfsE parameter! has a particularly large ef
fect on the paramagnetic relaxation enhancement in the
limit and intermediate regimes for integer spin systems
many cases depressing the NMR-PRE by an order of m
nitude or more relative to the uniaxial (E50)
situation.21,24,25,34

While theory describing the effects of nonzero zfs int
actions has advanced considerably in recent years, a sim
physically transparent model of spin relaxation in the orth
rhombic zfs limit has been needed to guide interpretation
particular to provide a clear understanding of the phys
information that is present in NMR-PRE experiments. T
theory developed here is suited to this purpose. New
limit and intermediate regime intramolecular protonT1 data
for the water ligands of the S51 complex
@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# (acac5acetylacetonato) are presente
It is shown that the use of spectral density profiles to int
pret the zfs-limit behavior, in conjunction with spin dynam
ics simulations to describe behavior in the intermediate
gime, provides an accurate and general computatio
platform within a framework which is highly intuitive physi
cally. Spectral density profiles clearly display the inform
tion content of the NMR-PRE experiment and differentia
between the sensitive and insensitive parameters of theo

An additional advantage of the molecular frame theor
ical formulation described below is that it provides
straightforward way of incorporating anisotropic molecu
frame tensors into the theory. The most important kind
molecular anisotropy is probably that of electron spin rel
ation; i.e., the electron spin relaxation rate differs along d
ferent Cartesian axes of the molecular coordinate syst
While Zeeman-limit~SBM! theory has been modified35 to
incorporate separate laboratory-frame longitudinal and tra
verse electron spin relaxation times,tS1 and tS2 , the
molecular-frame anisotropy of electron spin relaxation h
not previously been addressed. Such anisotropy probably
important experimental consequences when the electr
anisotropy of the metal ion is large. A very interesting e
ample is the water-soluble Mn~III ! porphyrin,
tetraphenylsulfonato-Mn~III ! porphyrin (Mn~III !-TTPS4),
which has been studied extensively36–38 in regard to its po-
tential use as an MRI contrast agent. TheT1 water proton
relaxivity of this complex is highly unusual, both in its ex
ceptionally large magnitude@which is higher, per bound wa
ter molecule, than that of hexaaqua-Mn~II !#, as well as in its
very unusual magnetic field dependence. The extremely h
inner sphere relaxivity, which is unparalleled among kno
Mn~III ! complexes, probably~in our view! results from an
anomalously long electron spin relaxation time along
fourfold axis of the porphyrin. Molecular frame descriptio
of both electron and nuclear spin relaxation are needed.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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theory developed below provides the latter, i.e., a molecu
frame description of nuclear spin relaxation which can
commodate anisotropic electron spin relaxation paramet
A theory of anisotropic electron spin relaxation in the m
lecular coordinate frame will be published in a subsequ
study.

NMR-PRE IN THE ORTHORHOMBIC ZFS LIMIT

Our objectives are twofold: first to recast the theoreti
expressions used in the spin dynamics algorithms
SpinDyn.f33 into a molecular coordinate frame descriptio
which is suitable for incorporating anisotropic electron sp
relaxation and anisotropic molecular reorientation para
eters. Second, it will also be shown that the molecular-fra
description developed below leads to a highly transpar
physical interpretation of paramagnetic relaxation enhan
ment in the orthorhombic zfs limit.

From the linear response theory of Kubo a
Tomita,39,40 the T1 andT2 NMR relaxation rates@[R1(2)p#
are given by,

R1~2!p5~\2^I q
2&!21E

0

`

^@ I q ,HS8~ t !#@HS8~0!,I q#&dt, ~1!

where q5z(x) for T1(2) . HS8(t) is the time-dependen
Hamiltonian which couples the electron (S) and nuclear (I )
spins. The angular brackets around the product of comm
tors in the integrand denote expectation values of the s
variables and an ensemble average over the spatial varia
of HS8 . We consider only the magnetic dipole–magnetic
pole contribution to relaxation~neglecting the scalar hyper
fine interaction!, in which caseHS8 can be written

HS85
\k

r 3 (
q

321/2~21!12qI q
~1!Fq

~1! , ~2!

where

k52301/2g Igbo~mo/4p!, ~3!

I 6
~1!57221/2I 6 , ~4a!

I o
~1!5I z , ~4b!

Fm
~1!5S 4p

5 D 1/2

(
p521

1

cm,pSp
~1!Ym2p

~2! ~u,w!. ~5!

g I is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio,g is the electron
g-factor, bo is the Bohr magneton, andmo is the magnetic
permeability of free space.Sp

(1) is components of the electro
spin vector, written in spherical tensor form analogous
Eqs.~4!. Yq

(2)(u,w) are spherical harmonics of the polar va
ables (u,w) which specify the orientation of the interspi
vector r̄ IS in the laboratory coordinate frame. The coef
cientscm,p are22

c11,115c21,2151021/2,

c11,05c21,052~3/10!1/2,

c0,115c0,215~3/10!1/2,
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7622 Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
c11,215c21,115~3/5!1/2,

c0,052~2/5!1/2.

Evaluation of the commutators in Eq.~1! gives the following
expression forR1p :

R1p52S 321/2k

r 3 D 2E
0

`

$^F11
~1! ~ t !F21

~1! ~0!&e2 iv I t

1c.c.%en avdt. ~6!

THE ORTHORHOMBIC ZFS LIMIT

Equations~1!, ~2!, and ~4!–~6! are all expressed in th
laboratory coordinate frame. Our objective is to develop
formulation suitable for describing electron spin motion
the vicinity of the zfs limit, where it is quantized along th
axes of the zfs-PAS. For this purpose, the lattice tensorF (1)

is expressed in the molecule-fixed coordinate frame,

Fm
~1!5 (

q521

11

F̂q
~1!Dq,m

~1! ~abg!, ~7!

where theDq,m
(1) (abg) are Wigner rotation matrix element

and a,b,g are the Euler angles which rotate the laborato
coordinate frame to the molecule-fixed coordinate fram
This gives

^F11
~1! ~ t !F21

~1! ~0!&

5S 4p

5 D (
q,q8

H Dq,11
~1! ~abg;t !Dq8,21

~1!
~abg;0!

3 (
p,p8

cq,pcq8,p8Ŷq2p
~2! ~u,w!

3Ŷq82p8
~2!

~u,w!Tr@rSŜp
~1!~ t !Ŝp8

~1!
~0!#J

ea

, ~8!

whererS is the density matrix of theS spin system, and the
curly brackets denote an ensemble average over the sp
variables. We use the convention that quantities with sup
scripting carets (̂) are defined in the molecular coordina
frame, while the corresponding quantities without carets
defined in the laboratory coordinate frame.

We now particularize Eq.~8! to the orthorhombic zfs
limit ~D,EÞ0, Bo50! when molecular reorientation is slow
in which case Eq.~8! can be written in closed form. Slow
reorientational motion implies, in the context of Eq.~8!, that
the time scale of electron spin relaxation is rapid compa
to that of Brownian reorientation, in which cas
Dq,r

(1)(abg;t)>Dq,r
(1)(abg;0). In isotropic media, the spatia

averages of the Wigner rotation matrix elements are given

Dq,r
~1!~abg!Dq8,r 8

~1!
~abg!5321dq8,2qd r 8,2r . ~9!

This relation requires thatq852q in Eq. ~8!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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To evaluate the trace over the variables ofS, we assume
that the electron spin system remains at thermal equilibr
during the relaxation ofI , which is nearly always the cas
experimentally, so thatrS is diagonal,

rS5(
m

Pm
+ um&^mu,

Pm
+ 5Q21 exp~2em /kT!,

where um& and em are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
Hzfs, Q is the partition function, andPm

0 is the thermal equi-
librium population of um&. The trace can be evaluated
closed form in the eigenbasis ofHS , the stationary part of
the electron spin Hamiltonian:

Tr@rSŜp
~1!~ t !Ŝp8

~1!
~0!#5(

m,n
Pm

+ ^muexp~ i\21HSt !Ŝp
~1!un&

3^nuexp~ i\21HSt !Ŝp8
~1!um&

5(
m

Pm
+ exp~ i @vm2vn#t !

3exp~2t/tS!^muŜp
~1!un&^nuŜp8

~1!um&,

~10!

wherevm5\21em , andtS is a phenomenological electro
spin relaxation time.

These expressions can be put into a simple and ph
cally transparent form in the orthorhombic zfs limit. In th
case, the eigenvectorsum& transform as irreducible represen
tations of the point groupD2h of the zfs tensor, and the
matrix elements ofHzfs are most readily evaluated in th
Cartesian basis. For integer spinsS51 andS52, the eigen-
functions can be classified as follows:

~i! S51 is spanned by three eigenfunctions of symme
types,B1g , B2g , andB3g . These functions transform
as the rotationsRẑ , Rŷ , and Rx̂ , respectively, and
will be labeleduẑ&, u ŷ&, andux̂&.

~ii ! S52 is spanned by five eigenfunctions of symme
types, 2Ag , B1g , B2g , andB3g , which transform as
the Cartesian functionsuẑ2&, ux̂22 ŷ2&, ux̂ŷ&, ux̂ẑ&,
andu ŷẑ&, respectively. The twoAg functions,Ag

(a) and
Ag

(b) , mix underHzfs when uEu.0.

The angular momentum operators (Sx̂ ,Sŷ ,Sẑ) transform as
B3g , B2g , andB1g , respectively~i.e., likeRx̂ ,Rŷ ,Rẑ!. It can
readily be verified that in the Cartesian representation
matrix elementŝmuSr̂ un&( r̂ 5 x̂,ŷ,ẑ) vanish if the symmetry
reps of any two of the three quantities,um&, un&, or Sr̂ , are the
same. ForS51, the only nonvanishing matrix elements ar

u^x̂uSŷuẑ&u5u^ ŷuSx̄ uẑ&u5u^x̂uSẑu ŷ&u51, ~11!

and forS52:

^AguSx̂uB3g&, ^AguSŷuB2g& , ^AguSẑuB1g&, ~12a!

^B1guSx̂uB2g&, ^B1guSŷuB3g&, ^B2guSẑuB3g&, ~12b!
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7623Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
Using these results and Eq.~10!, the trace in Eq.~8! can
be evaluated directly by rewriting the spherical tensor ope
tors Ŝp ,Ŝp8 as Cartesian operatorsSx̂ ,Sŷ ,Sẑ . From the se-
lection rule for^muSr̂ un&, it follows that cross terms such a
^muŜ61un&^nuŜ0um& and ^muŜ0un&^nuŜ61um& vanish, as do
cross terms containing products such as^muSx̂un&^nuSŷum&.
The only nonvanishing products of matrix elements are
following:

p561, p8561: ^muŜ61
~1! un&^nuŜ61

~1! um&5u^muSx̂un&u2

2u^muSŷun&u2,

~13a!

p561, p8571: ^muŜ61
~1! un&^nuŜ71

~1! um&5u^muSx̂un&u2

1u^muSŷun&u2,

~13b!

p50; p850: ^muŜ0
~1!un&^nuŜ0

~1!um&5u^muSẑun&u2. ~13c!

Combining the results of Eqs.~8!–~13!, the zfs limitR1p

can be expressed in the form

R1p5S 2k2

45r 6DReH E
0

`

@AGẑ~ t !1~B1C!Gx̂~ t !

1~B2C!Gŷ~ t !#eiv I tdtJ , ~14!

where

A5~2p/5!@4Ŷ0
~2!Ŷ0

~2!26Ŷ21
~2! Ŷ11

~2! #, ~15a!

B5~2p/5!@1Ŷ0
~2!Ŷ0

~2!23Ŷ21
~2! Ŷ11

~2!16Ŷ22
~2! Ŷ12

~2! #, ~15b!

C5~2p/5!Re$3Ŷ21
~2! Ŷ21

~2!22•61/2Ŷ22
~2! Ŷ0

~2!%. ~15c!

The angular variables~u,w! of the spherical harmonics
which define the orientation of the interspin vector in t
zfs-PAS, have been omitted for brevity. The angular fu
tionsA, B1C, andB2C each have a simple physical inte
pretation which is discussed further below. The functio
Gr̂(t) are time correlation functions of the electron sp
component operators, defined as

Gx̂~ t !5(
m,n

Pm
+ exp~@ ivmn2tS,x̂

21#t !u^muSx̂un&u2, ~16!

with analogous expressions forGŷ(t) andGẑ(t). Gr̂(t) con-
tains one nonzero term for each spin transition (m↔n) for
which the matrix element̂muSr̂ un& is nonvanishing.tS, r̂ is a
phenomenological electron spin relaxation time describ
relaxation along ther̂ th molecular axis. In the orthorhombi
zfs-limit, the molecular coordinate axes are physically d
tinct, and each is associated with a specific electron s
relaxation timetS, r̂ .

The functionA in Eq. ~15a! can be written in a simple
form as

A511P2~cosu ẑ!, ~17a!

whereP2(cosuẑ) is a second order Legendre polynomial a
u ẑ is the polar angle of theI –S interspin vector with respec
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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to the ẑ axis of the molecule-fixed zfs-PAS. Physically, th
labeling of theẑ-axis is not unique. Although by conventio
ẑ is usually chosen as the principal axis for which the ab
lute magnitude of the zfs energy is largest, either of the ot
principal axes could be labeledẑ and the problem solved in
an analogous fashion, but with different values forD andE.
~The conventional choice ofẑ-axis ensures that theuE/Du
ratio lies in the range 0 to 1/3.! From this reasoning we infe
that the coefficients ofGx̂(t) and Gŷ(t) in Eq. ~14! have
analogous functional forms, i.e., that

B1C511P2~cosu x̂!, ~17b!

B2C511P2~cosu ŷ!, ~17c!

where cosux̂(ŷ) are the direction cosines of theI –S vector
with respect to thex̂( ŷ) axes. Although the mathematica
relationship underlying Eqs.~17b! and ~17c! is not obvious,
these relations are readily confirmed by numerical calcu
tion.

A PHYSICAL MODEL OF PARAMAGNETICALLY
INDUCED NMR RELAXATION IN THE ZFS LIMIT

Summarizing the discussion of the foregoing section
has been shown thatR1p can be written as a sum of contr
butions due, respectively, to the Cartesian componentsm r̂

( r̂ 5 x̂,ŷ,ẑ) of m̄S , i.e.,

R1p5R1ẑ1R1x̂1R1ŷ , ~18a!

R1r̂5S 2k2

45r 6D @11P2~cosu r̂ !#(
m,n

Pm
+ u^muSr̂ un&u2

3Jr̂~vmn1v I !, ~18b!

Jr̂~v!5
tS, r̂

11v2tS, r̂
2 . ~19!

Each contributionR1r̂ has an angular dependence given
the function@11P2(cosur̂)# shown in Fig. 1, whereu r̂ is the
polar angle of theI –S interspin vector with respect to ther̂ th
Cartesian coordinate axis. The spectral density functi
Jr̂(v) describe the dipolar power density produced by C
tesian componentsm r̂(t) and arise from the integrals of th
time correlation functions in Eq.~14!. Each Cartesian com
ponent ofR1p contains spectral contributions from the tra
sitions (um&↔un&) for which the transition matrix element
^muSr̂ un& are nonzero. It should be noted that two term
those for (6vmn), contribute to the sums in Eqs.~18b! for

FIG. 1. Plot of the function 11P2(cosuẑ).
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7624 Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
each distinct electronic transition frequencyuvmnu. In the
high temperature limit wherePm

+ 5(2S11)21, if we assume
vmn@v I , these terms can be combined, giving a sum o
distinct electronic transitions,

R1r̂5S 4k2

45r 6D ~2S11!21[11P2~cosu r̂ !]

3(
m

(
n.m

u^muSr̂ un&u2Jr̂~vmn!. ~20!

The geometric functions@11P2(cosur̂)# have a simple
physical interpretation in that each describes the ang
variation of the squared local dipolar magnetic field of
magnetic dipolem r̂ aligned along ther̂ th Cartesian axis. This
can be shown as follows. The local dipolar field produced
a field pointr̄ by a magnetic dipole of magnitudemz parallel
to thez-axis is

B̄l ~ r̄ !5cmr 23~3~ k̂• r̂ ! r̂ 2 k̂!,

where r̂ and k̂ are unit vectors alongr̄ and z, cm

5(mo/4p)mz , andmo is the magnetic permeability of fre
space. The components ofB̄l ( r̄ ) are

Bx
l
5cmr 23~3xz/r 2!5cmr 233S 2p

15D 1/2

~2Y11
~2!1Y21

~2! !,

~21a!

By
l 5cmr 23~3yz/r 2!5cmr 23~3i !S 2p

15D 1/2

~Y11
~2!1Y21

~2! !,

~21b!

Bz
l 5cmr 23~3~z/r !221!5cmr 234S p

5 D 1/2

Y0
~2! . ~21c!

The squared dipolar field due tomz is then

uB̄l u25cm
2 r 26S 4p

5 D ~4Y0
~2!Y0

~2!26Y11
~2!Y21

~2! !

52cm
2 r 26@11P2~cosuz!#. ~22!

According to Eqs.~21!, nuclear spin relaxation result
additively from the mean-square local dipolar magne

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram for a spinS51 in the orthorhombic zfs limit.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
r

ar

t

c

fields associated with the three Cartesian components of
electron spin magnetic moment. The field of each compone
operatorm r̂(t) oscillates coherently at the eigenfrequencie
of the spin system for which the transition matrix elemen
^muSr̂ un& are nonvanishing. ForS51, the matrix elements of
each component operator oscillate at a single frequen
m ẑ(t) oscillates at 2vE , m x̂(t) at vD1vE , and m ŷ(t) at
vD2vE , as shown in the energy level diagram of Fig. 2
Thus forS51, R1p can be written

R1p5S 4k2

45r 6D321$@11P2 cos~u ẑ!#J~2vE!

1@11P2 cos~u x̂!#J~vD1vE!

1@11P2~cosu ŷ!#J~vD2vE!%. ~23!

THE DIPOLAR POWER SPECTRUM

The dipolar power spectrum can be visualized throug
the Lorentzian spectral density function,J(vmn2v)
[ j (vmn). R1p is proportional to the value ofJ at v5
2v I . Figure 3 shows typical power spectra of theI –S di-

FIG. 3. Dipolar spectral density functions forS51 in the uniaxial~a! and
orthorhombic ~b! zfs limits. The electron spin relaxation time istS, r̂

510vD
21. In ~a!, the power spectra ofj x̂ and j ŷ coincide and appear as a

single band. In~b!, the zfs rhombicity isuE/Du50.1.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7625Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
polar interaction forS51 in the uniaxial@E50, Fig. 3~a!#
and orthorhombic@EÞ0, Fig. 3~b!# zfs limits, respectively.
Each spectrum is comprised of three Cartesian spectral
sity functions, each Lorentzian in shape@Eq. ~19!#, and each
centered on the associated oscillation frequency,v r , of the
componentm r̂(t). Each power band has a width 2(tc, r̂)

21,
wheretc, r̂ is a correlation time characterizing the stochas
fluctuations inHS8(t). The discussion of the previous sectio
assumed slow Brownian reorientation, in which casetc, r̂

5tS, r̂ , but in general (tc, r̂)
21 will contain contributions

from both electron spin relaxation and molecular reorien
tion. It is possible to account roughly for the effects
Brownian reorientation within the ‘‘decomposition approx
mation’’ by replacingtS, r̂ in Eq. ~19! with a dipolar correla-
tion time of the formtc, r̂51/(tS, r̂

21
1tR, r̂

21).
T1 relaxation of the nuclear (I ) spin results from the

dipolar power density atv I , which is effectively zero on the
scale of the electron spin transition frequencies in Fig. 3
the uniaxial zfs limit, the frequency associated withm ẑ(t)
approaches zero while the frequencies associated withm x̂(t)
andm ŷ(t) approachvD ~Fig. 2!. In this situation the contri-
bution to R1p from R1ẑ is usually much greater than th
contributions due toR1x̂ and R1ŷ , except whentS, r̂ is so
short thatvYZtS,x̂,1 or vXZtS,ŷ,1. The dependence ofR1p

on the nuclear position in the zfs-PAS is given by Eqs.~20!,
as described above.

Figure 3~b! shows the dipolar power spectrum for a
orthorhombic zfs tensor withE/D50.1, (tS, r̂)

2150.1 vD .
The dipolar power band associated withm ẑ(t) is displaced
from v50 to a center frequency ofvXY52vE , which
causes a drop in the dipolar power available atv I ; when
2vXYtS,ẑ.1, increasing zfs rhombicity thus produces
rapid drop inR1ẑ . The power bands associated withm x̂(t)
and m ŷ(t) are displaced, respectively, to frequencies
vYZ5vD1vE and vXZ5vD2vE . However, these high
frequency bands contribute toR1p significantly only when
they produce significant dipolar power atv I , which requires
a sufficiently shorttc, r̂ that the half width, (tc, r̂)

21, of the
power band not be too much smaller than the transition
quency, i.e.,vD1vE for m x̂(t) or vD2vE for m ŷ(t). How-
ever, the relative contributions ofR1x̂ and R1ŷ to R1p also
depend on the orientation of the interspin vector in the m
lecular coordinate frame. At constant interspin distance,
high frequency bands have a fourfold greater effect at eq
torial locations than at axial locations as described by E
~20!.

The dipolar power spectrum provides an intuitive fram
work for understanding relaxation phenomena in the vicin
of the zfs limit. As an example, we consider the transiti
from the orthorhombic zfs limit at low field to the Zeema
limit at high field. As described above, zfs rhombicity acts
suppress the NMR-PRE in the zfs limit by shifting the dip
lar power band due to them ẑ(t) away from zero frequency
Physically, this effect arises from the oscillation that is
duced inm ẑ(t) by zfs rhombicity, which thereby acts to de
couple the nuclear and electron spins. In the Zeeman li
mz is static with respect to precession, and thus produ
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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large Fourier components nearv5v I . The Zeeman-limit
expression forR1p is ~taking v I!vS!,

R1p5R1z1R165S 2

15D ~g Igbo!2

r 6 S mo

4p D 2

S~S11!

3@3Jz~v I !17J6~vS!#. ~24!

The first and second terms in brackets can be shown41 to
result, respectively, from the interaction ofI with the dipolar
fields ofmz(t) andm6(t). The corresponding dipolar powe
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. The transition from the orth
rhombic zfs limit to the Zeeman limit involves a shift in th
dipolar power band associated withmz(t) from a center fre-
quency ofv52vE in the zfs limit, to a center frequency o
v50 in the Zeeman limit. This shift provides increased d
polar power atv I and produces, when 2vEtS,ẑ.1, a dra-
matic rise inR1p as the magnetic field strength rises from t
zfs limit to the Zeeman limit. The magnitude of the rise c
be calculated rather simply from the limiting expressio
@Eqs.~20! and ~24!#.

As a second example, we consider the dependenc
R1p on the correlation timetS,ẑ , in the situation wheretS,ẑ

is long enough (tS,ẑ
21

!vD) that overlap of the power peak
due tom x̂(t) and m ŷ(t) with that due tom ẑ(t) is small at
v50. In this case,R1p>R1ẑ , and the power spectrum i
qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 3~b!. We have observed32

in spin dynamics simulations thatR1p is a monotonically
increasing function oftS,ẑ when the zfs tensor is uniaxia
but it is often a decreasing function oftS,ẑ in the orthorhom-
bic case. The spectral density representation provide
simple description of this behavior, as illustrated in Figs
and 6. In the uniaxial zfs limit (vE50), the dipolar power
band associated withm ẑ(t) is centered atv50. R1p is then
proportional toJẑ(0) and increases linearly withtS,ẑ . When
the zfs tensor is orthorhombic,R1p is proportional to
Jẑ(2vE), which passes through a maximum at 2vEtS,ẑ51
~Fig. 6!. WhentS,ẑ.(2vE)21, Jẑ(0) andR1p decrease with
increasingtS,ẑ .

FIG. 4. Comparison of dipolar power spectra in the Zeeman and orthorh
bic zfs limits. The zfs-limit spectrum @2 j ẑ(2vE)10.5j x̂(vD1vE)
10.5j ŷ(vD2vE)# is calculated assumingu50, D51 cm21, E/D50.1,
tc, r̂510210 s. Zeeman-limit spectrum@3 j z(v I)17 j 6(vS)# assumesvS

52vD , tc,r510210 s. The zfs and Zeeman spectra were multiplied by
numerical factors (8/9) and (4/15), respectively.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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ANALYSIS OF THE ZFS LIMIT AND INTERMEDIATE
REGIME NMR-PRE DUE TO †Ni„II…„acac …2„H2O…2‡

Two of us ~S.M.A. and R.R.S.! have previously
reported34 measurements of the magnetic field dependenc
the intermolecularR1p of the dioxane solvent protons in so
lutions containing theS51 complex@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2#.
These measurements confirmed the predicted increase inR1p

across the transition region between the zfs and Zeem
limit regimes as described above. Quantitative analysis of
data was used in this study to place constraints on an acc
able range ofuEu.

We report here measurements of theintramolecular pro-
ton R1p for coordinated water protons in the axial positio

FIG. 5. Dependence of the dipolar power spectrum on the correlation
tS,ẑ in the orthorhombic zfs limit. Curves are shown for selected values
tS, r̂ equal to~a! 2/vE , ~b! 1/vE , ~c! 0.5/vE , and~d! 0.25/vE .

FIG. 6. Dependence of the dipolar power density at zero frequency on
electron spin relaxation timetS, r̂ in the uniaxial and orthorhombic zfs limits
Points~a!–~d! along the abscissa correspond to curves~a!–~d! in Fig. 5.tS,ẑ

is units ofvE
21.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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of @Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2#. These measurements, which we
made on a sample containing 40 mM complex in deutera
dioxane solvent plus 5%~v/v! water, permit an extension and
refinement of our earlier analysis. They also illustrate t
utility of the theory developed above as an aid for unde
standing and analyzing the physical information that is co
tained in NMR-PRE data. Experimental samples were us
which contained excess unbound water that was in ra
chemical exchange equilibrium with axial positions in th
complex. In the presence of rapid chemical exchange,
relaxation rate of the water proton resonance provides a m
surement of theintramolecularT1m ~i.e., T1 of the bound
water! through the Luz–Meiboom relation,42

R1p5
f m

T1m1tm
. ~25!

T1m andtm are the spin relaxation time and the mean chem
cal exchange lifetime of protons in the metal coordinatio
sphere, andf m is the mole ratio of bound to unbound wate
in solution. We first confirmed that chemical exchange
rapid through variable temperatureR1p measurements, which
are shown in Fig. 7.R1p decreased with increasing tempera
ture, confirming thattm!T1m . The magnetic field depen-
dence ofR1m of the bound water protons at 20 °C is show
in Fig. 8. TheintramolecularR1p data, like the intermolecu-
lar R1p data, exhibited the predicted rise inR1p upon passing
from the zfs limit into the intermediate regime.

We first analyzed the zfs-limitR1p data using Eq.~23!.
The intramolecularR1p depends on two geometrical param
eters, the interspin distancer and the polar angleu of the
interspin vector in the zfs-PAS. Both of these values a
known fairly accurately from the x-ray structure43: r
52.79 Å andu516°. The reorientational correlation time
tR

(1) for @Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# in dioxane at 20 °C is
tR

(1)5330 ps,34 a value long enough that it has little influenc

e
f

he

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the protonT1 NMR relaxation enhance-
mentR1p for the water protons in@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# in a mixed solvent
containing 95% dioxane, 5% water~v/v!. The proton resonance frequency i
20 MHz.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7627Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
on the analysis. According to Eqs.~23!, the zfs-limit R1p is
proportional to the quantityJ52.0Jẑ(2vE)10.5@Jx̂(vD

1vE)1Jŷ(vD2vE)#, where the numerical factors are th
u-dependent quantities. From the experimental zfs-lim
value ofR1p5240 s21, we calculatedJ50.518310212 s.

Keeping this value fixed, we then performed spin dy
namical simulations in whichuEu, uDu, andtS, r̂ were permit-
ted individually to vary~Fig. 8!. The fitting procedure de-
pended rather sensitively onuEu and tS,ẑ but was nearly
independent ofuDu, tS,x̂ , and tS,ŷ . Satisfactory fits to the
data required the valuesuEu51.860.1 cm21 and tS,ẑ57.9
60.3 ps. The dependence of the analysis on only these
parameters is well explained in the spectral density repres
tation. Figure 9 shows the three Cartesian spectral den
functions @11P2(cosur̂)#j r̂(vr̂), ( r̂ 5 x̂,ŷ,ẑ), computed for

FIG. 8. Comparison of the results of SpinDyn.f simulations withR1p field
dispersion profile data~filled circles! at 20 °C. The SD simulations were
performed assuminguDu510.0 withuEu50.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.8 cm21, as
indicated. The electron spin relaxation timetS,ẑ of each simulation was
calculated as required to fit the low field data using a procedure describe
the text.

FIG. 9. Dipolar power density representation of the NMR relaxation e
hancement of the water protons in@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2#. Parameters were
uDu510 cm21, uEu51.8 cm21, tS, r̂58.0 ps.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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uDu510 cm21, uEu51.80 cm21, and tS,ẑ58.0 ps. These
functions describe the dipolar power density due tom x̂(t),
m ŷ(t), andm ẑ(t). It is evident from the figure that the spec
tral contribution atv I due tom ẑ(t) is much greater than the
contributions due tom x̂(t) or m ŷ(t). For this reason, only the
eigenfrequency and relaxation time ofm ẑ(t), which are 2vE

and tS,ẑ , are significant parameters of the analysis. T
simulations were virtually independent ofD, as is shown in
Fig. 10, which compares the results of three spin dynam
~SD! simulations performed using different values ofuDu,
uDu57, 10, and 15 cm21, with uEu and tS,ẑ fixed at
1.80 cm21 and 8.0 ps. The calculated curves foruDu510 and
15 cm21 coincide within the width of the line, while the
simulated curve foruDu57 cm21 ~upper curve! differs only
slightly. Acceptable fits to the data were not found foruDu
,5.5 cm21. This constraint onuDu does not represent a d
rect dependence ofR1p on uDu, but rather the tight constrain
on uEu in the analysis (uEu51.80 cm21), plus the fact that
the maximum physical value of theuE/Du ratio is 1/3.

Spectral density representations based on Eqs.~18!–~20!
provide a very useful framework for analyzing NMR-PR
data and for understanding the information that the rel
ation data contain. The present analysis has shown tha
water protonR1p data for@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# provide sen-
sitive measurements ofuEu and tS,ẑ , while being quite in-
sensitive to the other parameters of theory. The spectral d
sity representation shows why this is the case and illustr
graphically the physical conditions under which the negl
of Jŷ(vD2vE) and Jx̂(vD1vE) is justified. Based on the
above analysis for@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2#, it seems very
likely that field-dependent NMR-PRE data of many oth
zfs-limit integer spin systems will likewise depend largely
uEu and tS,ẑ . The situation for half-integer spinsS>3/2
needs further investigation.

in

-

FIG. 10. Effect of variations of the zfsD-parameter on the spin dynamic
simulations ofR1p . Experimental data are solid circles. Simulated curv
are shown forD57 ~upper!, D510 andD515 cm21, with E51.8 cm21

andtS,ẑ58.0 ps. The curves forD510 andD515 cm21 coincide.
o. 19, 15 November 1997
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7628 Sharp, Abernathy, and Lohr: Physical model of paramagnetic NMR relaxation
In a previous analysis34 of the intermolecular solvent
proton relaxation enhancements produced
@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# in dioxane, we reported a somewh
lower range foruEu, 0.6<uEu,1.0 cm21, than that reported
here. The analysis of theintramolecular data describe
above is more accurate than that of the priorintermolecular
relaxation study because the molecular geometry relevan
intramolecular dipolar coupling is much more accurately
fined than that for intermolecular dipolar coupling. Curren
available theory ofintermolecular relaxation represents th
solute as a hard sphere which excludes the diffusing sol
nuclei from penetrating an effective radiusdc ~which enters
the theory asdc

23!. The theory does not account for no
spherical shape of the solute, but rather parameterizes
effects withindc . This parameterization is likely to be rathe
poor in the vicinity of the zfs limit, however, particularl
when intra- and intermolecular data for the same comple
are compared quantitatively. Since the zfs-limitR1p results
principally from m ẑ(t), the highest relaxation efficiency oc
curs at near-axial positions of the complex with relative
smallu. A hard sphere calculation of theintermolecularR1p

for a solute such as@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2#, which has a
shorter distance of closest approach in axial than in equ
rial directions, will tend to underestimate the trueR1p . An
accurate calculation for theintermolecular case requires tha
the translational time correlation functions of theory
evaluated using a molecular coordinate frame descriptio
electron spin motion and a nonspherical excluded volum
describe the solute molecular shape. We are currently un
taking calculations of this kind.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Molecular-frame theoretical expressions have been
rived to describe the NMR relaxation enhancement produ
by spin S>1 transition metal ions in the orthorhombic z
limit. These expressions, which are summarized in E
~18a!, ~18b!, and~19! for arbitraryS, and in Eq.~23! for S
51, suggest a very simple physical interpretation of the
polar relaxation mechanism. The nuclear spin relaxation
hancementR1p is induced by the time-dependent local dip
lar field associated with the electronic magnetic momen
S. The molecular-frame Cartesian componentsm̄ r̂(t) of m̄(t)
contribute additively toR1p . The dependence on the pos
tional coordinates of the nuclear spin in the molecular co
dinate frame are described by the functionsr 26@1
1P2(cosur̂)#, wherer is the interspin distance and cosur̂ is
the direction cosine of the interspin vector with ther̂ th co-
ordinate axis of the zfs-PAS. These functions describe
geometric dependence of the squared local magnetic
that is produced by a magnetic dipole oriented along ther̂ th
Cartesian axis. Each componentR1r̂ is proportional also to
the dipolar power density produced bym̄ r̂(t) at the nuclear
Larmor precession frequencyv I . Dipolar power representa
tions are shown to provide a physically transparent desc
tion of the spin relaxation mechanism. These representat
provide a simple way of understanding the physical inform
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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tion that is contained in the experimental data and of diff
entiating between the sensitive and insensitive paramete
theory.

The molecular-frame theoretical expressions presen
permit the inclusion, in a straightforward way, of Cartesi
parameters to represent the effects of molecular anisotro
of electron spin relaxation and of Brownian reorientation
diffusion. Molecular anisotropy of the former kind, i.e., di
ferent electron spin relaxation rates along different molecu
axes, is likely to have very important experimental con
quences in complexes where the electronic environmen
the metal ion is far from cubic, as, for example, in met
porphyrins. A molecular-frame Redfield-type theory of ele
tron spin relaxation is needed to describe these effects.

EXPERIMENT

@Ni~II !~acac!2~H2O!2# was synthesized and characteriz
as described previously.34 A 20 mM solution of the complex
was prepared in a mixed solvent containing 5%~v/v! water
in dioxane-d8. 200ml of this solution was transferred to a 1
mm glass tube which had been washed in concentrated
furic acid and rinsed with distilled, deionized water to r
move labile paramagnetic ions on the surface. The sam
was degassed by four freeze–pump–thaw cycles and se
under vacuum. TheT1 measurement techniques are d
scribed in Ref. 34.
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